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Students encouraged to participate in Madison Week
Bv

ASHLEY MCCLELLAND

2005 celebration set to focus on pride and school spirit

news editor
ThiN year, Madison Week will
focus on getting students more
involved with James Madison's
birthday celebration
"We want students to show their
Madison pride and school spirit by
wearing purple and gold and coming
to all the events," said senior Tara
Breslin, a member of the events planning committee.
Madison Week events will be
held after spring break from March

14 to 18.
Events will include speaker
Stanley Klos who will present a speech
entitled "President Who? Forgotten
Founders" Tuesday, March 15 at 11
a.m. Taylor Hall, room 404.
There will also be a James Madison
Commemorative Debate and Citizen
Forum where university debate teams
from all over Virginia and the United
States will debate whether the draft
should be reinstated. Teams will com-

pete for the Madison Cup.
The debate will take place
Wednesday, March 16.
A Wreath Laying Ceremony will
take place Wednesday, March 16 at 11
a.m. m front of the James Madison statue
in front of Vamer House, with free birthday cake to celebrate James Madison's
birthday. Student body president Tom
Culligan will speak along with Senior
Vice President of Student Affairs and
University Planning Mark Warner and

James Madison.
The main James Madison Day
Ceremony wilt take place Wednesday
at 230 p.m. in Wilson Hall Auditorium.
The Honorable Nicholas Katzenbach,
former United States Attorney General
will give the Madison Day Lecture.
Katzenbach is famous for helping to
integrate schools in Alabama. He will
discuss 'The Constitution in Times of
Crisis with emphasis on Broun v. Board
of Education."

'This year is the first step in trying to
make Madison Day a big holiday event
and to get more support," said senior
Tori Doyle, committee member.
To encourage students to attend
the events, the 50 first people to
arrive to both the debate and the
Madison Day Lecture will be given
a free limited edition Madison Pride
shirt, said senior Mike Keown, member of that committee.
"We want to create a sense of ownership with Madison Day. We want
students to understand that this is our
holiday," Keown said.

Class of
'09 novel
chosen

Shots fired
in Ashby

BY RACHANA DIXIT

senior writer

Police charge two suspects
BY LISA GERRY AND
SHARON SCHIFF

senior writer and
assistant news editor
Gunshots
were
fired
Saturday night outside of
1210 Devon Lane in Ashby
Crossing. Though no injuries
were reported, two arrests of
non-students were made and
charges were filed, Sgt. Scott
Clark of the Harrisonburg
police said.
Michael Adams, 20, of
Ymktown, was charged with
reckless handling of a firearm, unlawful shooting into
an occupied dwelling and
possession of firearm by a
convicted felon.
Terrell Smith, 20, of
Harrisonburg, was charged
with accessory after the fact
and possession of marijuana.
Clark said police responded to a report of a fight at
10:53 p.m. Once police
arrived at the scene, the call
was updated to include that
gunshots were fired. It is
unknown whether the fight
and gunshots were related.
When police arrived at
the scene, people were "frantically" walking around the
area, Clark said. "I observed
a handgun being tossed out a
window," Clark said. "Other
officers entered the back of the
apartment (1210)."
A shell casing from a handgun bullet was found in the
breezeway. Police could tell
that the casing was the result of

a recently fired weapon. Police
were able to locate an entry
hole from a bullet that had
pierced the siding of the apartment complex. It is unknown
if the bullet penetrated into
another apartment as well,
Clark said.
An evidence technician
responded and processed
the scene. The evidence then
was sent to a lab for further
analysis.
Sophomore
Briana
Sherman, a resident in the 1210
apartment complex in Ashby
Crossing, said she heard two
gunshots outside of her apartment at about 10:30 p.m.
Sophomore
Lindsay
Russell, one of Sherman's
roommates, said the police
officers prevented residents
and visitors from leaving
by establishing a perimeter
around the apartment building. Sherman said this lasted
for about 30 minutes.
Sophomore
Sean
Castleberry, who was visiting
friends in 1220, was on the balcony and said he heard commotion and noticed a "swarm
of people" surrounded by
police officers. He said security guards would not let anyone near the scene and that the
Harrisonburg police had taped
off the area.
"Knowing people can
have guns this close to campus is pretty frightening,"
Castleberry said.
Clark said the shooting incident is under investigation.

AMY PATERSON/ phaK aritor
Police imiMd two suspects Saturday night In connection wrth gunshot* fired outside of
1210 Devon Lana In Ashby Crossing. Harrisonburg Police reported no Injuries. An evidence
technician responded to the scene, sending the recovered evidence to a lab for analysis.

Israeli Parliament member to speak on democracy
BY MEGAN NEAL

contributing writer
Hillel will host a member of
Knesset, Israeli's Parliament, tonight
at 7:30 p.m. in PC Ballroom. He will
speak about Israel and the United
States' similar democratic values.
I ffi Eitam is a member of Knesset
and serves on the Foreign Affairs and
Defense Committee and is a retired
Bngadicr General. He has commanded special operation forces, worked

with the 1976 Entebbe hostage situation in Uganda and was a founder of
the Zionist party.
"In the Jewish context, Zionism
is about peace and bringing people
together — a political movement
for constructing the Jewish national state," said junior Hilary Oskin,
Hillel's membership chair.
Hillel got in touch with Caravan
for Democracy, a group that encourages dialogue on campuses by
bringing speakers from Israel to

discuss democracy
Eitam's speech will include an
explanation of Israel's current situation and his experience in their political process, Forstater said.
Some students are anticipating the
speaker as an opportunity to empower the campus. "We're trying to open
people's eyes, get them to be aware
about what's going on in other parts
of the world and this is a great way to
do it," Oskin said.
Junior Mark Scialdone, Hillel's

external programming chair, said, "[I
want to know] how what a prominent
political figurehead has to say will
compare with the media and what I've
heard from other scholars."
Scialdone hopes the speech will
"enlighten [students), make them
become more aware and promote dialogue on campus about what's going on
in the Middle East."
Doors open at 7:30 p.m. and will
be a social, emotional and spiritual
Wellness Passport event.

The Ereshman Reading Program unveiled its book choice,
"Caucasia," for the incoming
freshman class last Wednesday.
The novel "Caucasia" by
Danzy Senna, explores racial
issues during the post-Civil
Rights Movement in America.
It touches on themes of biracial
identity and its implications,
which were inspired by Senna's
own life experiences.
The selection process of the
novel took nearly one year, said
Steve Grande, assistant director
of Orientation and the First Year
Experience. The book is chosen
by the Freshmen Reading Selection Committee, which comprises faculty from Orientation
and General Education.
"The faculty committee is
based on recommendations
from the General Education
Dean and Cluster One coordinator," Grande said.
Grande said there are many
criteria that the selection committee looks for when choosing
the novel; themes of the novel
should be connected to firstyear student transitions. The
novel should be able to sustain discussion in Ouster One
courses, yet be appropriate for
a wide variety of disciplines,
and the novel should be written by a contemporary author
who would be able to speak at
Freshman Convocation.
"[Caucasia] has a little bit
of everything in it," said Jennifer McCabe, professor of
JMU Libraries and a member
of the Freshman Reading Selection Committee.
In past years, some faculty
members have used the Freshman Reading Program book in
their classes, typically in General Education and Cluster One.
"I teach a lot of freshmen, so
ifs a good way to form a connection with students," said
Annick Conis, a professor in
the school of communication
studies and member of the
Freshman Reading Selection
Committee.
"Hopefully students will
enjoy reading the book, but regardless of whether they like
the book, we want them talking
with their classmates about the
ideas and themes in the book,"
Grande said.

City examines prospect of baseball stadium Interested interns
BY KRISTIN CARPENTER

contributing writer
A
proposal for a development that would include a
"""'"•leaguebaseball stadium,
r retail complex and
hotel currently is under review
"• "i Harrisonburg.
Harrisonburg Downtown
'""""« LLC, a development
PWP. submitted a $100 mil""" project proposal to the city

to be the primary developer of
the property at the intersection of Neff Avenue and Port
Republic Road.
"This is just a proposal at this
point" said Miriam Dickler. public information officer of the city
of Harrisonburg. "Negotiation*
are still taking place and no contracts have been made."
Feasibility studies conducted
byboth the city and development
group show that Harrisonburg

is a good site for the new complex. Harrisonburg is continually growing and efforts are being
made to enhance the retail and
entertainment aspects of the city
for its residents and summer
tourists, Dickler said.
According to Dickler, the
population of student residents
is very important to the city and
thus, the city is actively talking
to JMU for its feedback and contributions to the project.

The university owns 41
acres of the land at the proposed site, which totals 108
acres. The other 67 acres are
privately owned. As of now,
JMU has not agreed to any
funding, but if they agree to
take part in the funding of the
stadium il will in turn lease
the stadium for the university's
team. Baseball coach Spanky
seeMINOK,ptgt4

Junior
Michael Fry
speaks to
a Target
representative at tna
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Fair held
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Grand Larceny
A JMU student reported the larceny of a mountain bike
from a bike rack outside of Converse Hall between Feb.
18 and Feb. 21 at unknown times.
A JMU employee reported the larceny of a parking decal
from College Center East between Jan. 25 and Feb. 24 at
unknown limes.
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Come to the

14th Annual Job Fair
Sponsored by the National Capital Region Chapter of the

Total number of tickets since Aug. 19:17,934

Virginia Tech Alumni Association

Total number of tickets since Aug. 19: 68

Monday, March 14, 2005, 8:30am-2:00pm
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The Breeze the sludent-run
newspaper of James Madison
University, serves student and
faculty readership by reponmg
news involving the campus and
local community. The Breeze
strives to be impartial and fair «t
its reporting and firmly befcevei
m its Fret Amendment rights

Northern Virginia Center. 7054 Haycock Road, Falls Church, VA
Adjacent to the West Falls Church - VT/UVA Metro Station
This is a great opportunity for current students, soon-to-be or recent graduates and those pursuing
new careers as internships, entry level and experienced positions will be available. There's no cost to attend and
All job seekers are welcome - you don't have to be a Virginia Tech student or alum. Don't miss the chance to
network with 40* companies from the VA-DC-MD region. Many of the companies participating have a history
of hiring attendees and are returning for yet another year.
Ail are welcome to attend! fcven if you are unable to attend be sure to submit your resume by March 4 for
inclusion in the resume book which is distributed to all attending companies. Word or PDF files may be sent
to Marvin Boyd at resumes®novahokie org

visit WiVW.novahokie.org for more information.
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We're looking for:
- students
- faculty
- staff
- administrators
- gov't officials
- religious leaders
- club presidents
- sports teams
- Greek life
- peer groups
- business owners
- managers
- tounselors
- mentors
- YOU

Everyday Leaders, JMU's first community-wide leadership conference, is looking lor leaders to sit on panel
discussions, lead workshops, and present ease studies on April 23. Go to wwwjmu.eduleveryday leaders and
click on "Call lor proposals" lor more information. Proposals are due Friday, March II.
Have a question? K-mail Alison and Josh at everydayleaders&yahoo.com.
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JMU looks for leaders

Dancing for a cause

upbeat; if s supposed to be fun," Fargo
said. "Our slogan is 'Inspiring excellence
throughout campus and community.'"
Senior Josh Tarr, EDL co-organizer,
said, "This is an amazing chance to
enhance leadership skills and interact
with other leaders."

BY KATIE FLANAGAN

contributing writer
The first "Everyday Leaders" conference will allow IMU students and the
community to learn how others lead
through attending workshops, panel discussions and examining case studies.
Though the event will not be held
until April 23, proposals tor those wishing to present at the conference are due
by March 11. Proposal forms can be
found at wimv.jmutdulmrydiryleairrs.
Individuals and groups are invited to
participate in this conference. The theme
of the conference is "How do you lead?"
"I think the EDL Conference would
be really beneficial to those students who
are interested in learning about how to
take a more active role in the events, activities and organizations that are based
around JMU," junior Shayla Givens said.
"From there, they can gain helpful tips
about how to become a leader and make
a difference in their communities."
Senior Alison Fargo, EDL co-organizer said, "We're trying to get the Harrisonburg community, JMU students
and Harrisonburg High School students to participate If s important to
include Harrisonburg because it's such
a big part of JMU."
"We stress that the presentations need
to be interactive. They are supposed to be

ilanatmn needed1

campus
SPOTLIGHT
What advice would you
give incoming
i
students and why?
EVAN DYSON/cow pea

EVIN SHOAP/mio* photographer
proeiuori.com

Senior Emily Flech and Junior Steve Zlvlch share a dance during the
Habitat (or Humanity dance a-thon on Friday In the PC Ballroom.

Ml MX your life.]

m

BY MEGAN NEAL

contributing writer

"Get 10 know

For computer help, students can now rum to WildWires, LLC, a local network/
telecommunications services
company that offers proactive
support solutions.
Peter Denbigh ('01) and
Saunders Roessel ('01) began
WildWires as a small business their senior year that
dealt with telephone sys-

dorm, so you
always have
someone to
chill will.-

psychology
frcihmin

+

tems, Internet, cable wiring
and home security.
Denbigh and Roessel
have always maintained a
relationship with their alma
mater; when the school finds
themselves unable to service
a student's computer, WildWires is there to help as an
outsource vendor.
"The goal was for us to be
able to provide a turn-key solution — everything a client
could need electronically," said

Only Raw Bar m Harrisonburg

rCatering Available
Come Down ForS

Z9.
.ent

nte
Jimmy O - '
Every Thursday

1

Todd SchlabachFrl. Mar.4th

Calf Mtn. jam Sat. Mar. 12th

, Price Appetizer Menu
Daily 4-9 pm
Huge Sandwich Menu
Fresh Burgers
Hotdogs
Chicken
Po Boy
HamATurkey, and more...
Wing*- 25* each MonlrThurs
eat In only
„
Salads
^\
Vegetarian Dishes
e»^ j
Fresh fish and steak
V ^/
Tuesday crablegs
10.99/lb
Wed Oysters
5.00/ Do2
ICWVltaiHrnrtui
'D*wV*aKllajn-*in
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SEAFOOD BAR

&

GRILL

COME TO JIFFY LUBE FOR
YOUR NEXT OIL CHANGE.

$5 OFF
Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
(with jac card)
Bung in this coupon and gal S6» oil your next oil Chang* « your IWM participating JWy Lube •
Coma In avary 3.000 mile* tor a Jlfy Luba Signature SarwKaf OH Change
TMe coupon It only ledoomem «r rh. Jlny Lab* ar tiro Eear Mental SI Hamaoaourg, ML

Jiffy Lube Signature Service* Oil Change
No appolntmni nacauary

$28.99

F REE top off on your way homal
National databaaa kaaps a
llfory of your My Luba mnyica

This is an amazing chance to
enhance leadership skills and
interact with other leaders.
-Josh Tarr
lenior. EDL cc-orgariittr

99
Sophomore Molly Hoffman said,
"I definitely think that it is a good idea
for students and I would be interested
in participating. There are so many
organizations on campus that are student run. Learning leadership skills is
imperative to running these organizations. Helping students better lead
their peers can only be helpful for the
JMU community, as well as the future*
of those students "

Director of Technical Solutions
Group Paul Villyard.
Technical Solutions Group
or TSG, is the department involved with computer support.
Currently, the business
deals with an average of 20
computers a week.
WildWires' turnaround
time is usually no more
than a day. Pickup service is
available when dealing with
on-campus student cases.
On-site services are also of-

66
The goal was for us to
be able to provide a
turn-key solution...
-P«ul Villyard

direclor of technical solutions poop

fered for an additional trip
fee of $20.

The company is the only
business in Harrisonburg servicing Macintoshes.
"They give me the most
liquid hours of any job I've
ever had; I really enjoy
the flexibility," sophomore
Danny Cohen said. Cohen
has worked with WildWires
since fall of 2004.
WildWires is located in the
Mall Center Building at 370
Neff Ave., Suite D. Call 5742459 for more information.

Hunter McGuire School

OPEN HOUSE
Monday, February 28
9:30 A.M.
P.M.

and 5:30

Please join us!
i VAIS Accredited - K-5
1
Scholarship
' Leadership
1

Citizenship

(540) 248-2404
huntermcguire.org

• Art, Music, Phys. Ed., Library
• Technology, Spanish
• After-school Program
• Bus to Harrisonburg & Wboro

This Open House
coincides with the Art
& Science Show.

74 Quicks Mill Rd.
Verona, VA 24482

Want $ 100 for

$23.99

1870 East Market Street
across from Valley Mall
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Jamas McHone Jewelry will be giving away $100
to a person wearing one of his t-shirts.
Wednesday March 2nd
5:30 pm on the bottom floor of Festival Dining Hall.

^
(540) 433-8599

JAMES MCHONE
antique

jewelry

*— ii m a amm

PENNZOIL
«M)USt0N,PiaRZOU.

1

Spring Break:

leSS $5,0jQ (wlthjMc caret;
Not v*M wi* other often. Jiffy Lube and jury Lube Signature
Servtoe* am raguierad tfademerka of Jiffy Luba Wemaffonal. Inc
CQOtW SOPUS Producta AH right, raaarvad

. Tha Well-oiled Machirw'
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WildWires helps service students' computers, protect against viruses

Iiimoi

everyone in

28,200513

No Catch...it is that simple.
Need directions or a shirt call 433-1833
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Shuttle flights to DC

MINOR:
Stadium to
be discussed

Shenandoah again offers service to Dulles
BY ELISABETH ROUNDY
I

nnirihuling writer

^hi-n.indoah Valley Region,il Airport will begin offering
flights to Washington Dulles
International Airport.
Ibis service is being reintatcd after it was terminated
tollowing the events of Sept. 11,
2(101 The flights will be replacing those currently connecting to Pittsburgh International
Airport, which is decreasing its
traffic, going from larger airports to smaller airports such
.i~ Shenandoah Regional Airport, said Campbell.
"We were really pleased to
gffl the Dulles service back."
Bald ^»reg Campbell, executive
director of Shenandoah Valley
Regional Airport. Campbell
said the airline industry is wry
uinipetitive right now and it is

a difficult time to expand.
Freshman Dan Horton said,
"I have a lot of friends from
Texas. It gets really hard when
the closest airport is Richmond
or Dulles, so it will help out."
The pricing of tickets
through Shenandoah Valley
Regional Airport is comparable to those of any other airline
but Campbell pointed out JMU
students could probably save
time and money on gas by not
driving to Dulles.
"Connecting flights take
the same amount of time. Do I
want to be stressing sitting on a
plane or focusing on the road?
Either way, ifs time wasted,"
junior Candice Flandrau said.
Those wishing to book
flights through Shenandoah
Valley Regional Airport may
wish to see their Web site,
wwwflyshd.com.

MINOR, from page 1
McFarland said there are
several ways a stadium would
benefit JMU's baseball team.
"Lights would mean night
games which would equal less
class missed, more fans would
be able to attend and we could
get some bigger-name opponents," McFarland said.
The parking also would
be a bonus, he added, because
there is little parking at the
current field. In addition, a stadium would give JMU baseball
the opportunity to host CAA,
NCAA or other tournaments.
Students agree that the addition of these facilities would be
good for the city. "I think it would
help the community financially.
junior Kelly Cummings said.
"Also, it will help draw more attention to Harrisonburg."

A flight take* off for Dull.i International Airport from Shenandoah Valley Regional Airport
Friday, nights to DuUes were cancelled after Sept. 11. 2001, but now have resumed.

Still hungry?Try our New Papa's Buffalo Wings
Spicy Buffalo or Mild Chipotlc BBQ

aPAJOlto
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza

Ask about our

Lunch and Late-Night Specials!

a^a^HHa^a^alHBjaV

433-PAPA

Monday-Thursday

433-7272

Friday-Saturday
am

www.papajoli

Sunday

W. Accept

'C#"» and everij at^gj

£^) i°ur ipPNg-breaR Headquarters!
Cradle Mtn.

°PEN 8 - 8 FVERM DAM?

Pheasant Run
Townhomes

SKI & SKATE 5404337201

4 bedroom'2.5 bathroom

Limited availability

townhomes left!

JAuDALi 4rAB.rlu<5 ® 4r<9.9<9
We are open:

Monday-Friday 10a.m.-5p.m.

We're floviNg StopeS tH'S SpPN9 ...
if M°V'N8 SME iS g°.N3 oN NOW!

321 Pheasant Run Circle
540-801-0660 off<c
pheasant@pheasantrun.net
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ACROSS
I Beast of burden

Stylists with advanced training in New York,
Northern Virginia and Richmond
Mon.-Wed. 10-6
Thu. Fri. 10-7
Sat. 10-4
Located in Food Lion Shopping Center off Port Republic Rd.

4 Gelid
7 Took off
II Engage in idling
13 Wish undone
14 Leo's comment
15 "Ironside" star
16 "Jeopardy!"
juggernaut
Jennings
17 Horribly wrong
18 Jennifer Garner
series
20 Knock for a loop
22 Actress Peeples
24 Making inquiries
28 Nutty
32 Michaelmas daisy
33 Malaria symptom
34 Chart
36 "Got it"
37 Dustin Hoffman
biopic
39 Cereal container?
41 Bungles (up)
43 Eggs

S3

54

N

1

56

»

"

44 Autocrat
46 Upper regions of
MMI
SO Fill to the max
53 Prune
55 Characterization
56 New Zealand
bird
57 Gorilla
58 Chester-Arthur
59 Fe
60 Morning
moisture
61 Conclusion

48

DOWN
1 Actress Jessica
2 Devil's purchase
3 Agra attire
4 Annoy
5 Poolroom needs
6 Busybody
7 "Chairman ot the
Board"
8 Depressed
9 Listening device
10 Parched
l2Karloff porUyal
19"SprechenDeutsch?"
21 Men. neighbor
23 Branch
25 "- Wonderful Life"
26 Opposite of "alway"
27 Swayze's "Dirty
Dancing" co-star
28 Ointment
29 Curved molding
30 Convent group
31 React to gravity
35 Expert
38 "Indubitably"

a,
40 Rd.
42 Dieter's lunch
45 Double Dutch prop
47 Pit
48 Verve
49 Tear
50 Tackle moguls
51 Melody
52 Only even prime
54 Church seat

For
today's
answers
checkout
www. thebreeze
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S N'CFIASE

j» just want to look like you did?
Enter to win your Spring Break

Kit!

Sunchase still has a few rooms left for the fall so STOP BY THIS WEEK to check us out
before you head off for Spring Break and ENTER TO WIN A FABULOUS SPRING BREAK
SURVIVAL KIT! It's loaded with all kinds of cool stuff including a gift certificate for 4
tanning sessions!
The drawing will take place Friday, March 4 at noon!

540-442-4800

www.sunchase.net
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New stadium will boost city's economy
A proposal under review by the City of Harrisonburg would bring all the excitement of a minor league
baseball team to the community.
The proposal would involve the construction of a
lighted baseball stadium as well as a civic center on
part of 41 acres of land owned by JMU, both of which
would be used by the city and JMU.
The new facilities will bring more than just a day
at the ball game to the community. A minor
league team would attract fans who
come with both home-team fanaticism
and an intense desire to buy things.
While the minor leagues don't
typically attract the broad fan
base of the pros, any fan
brings an important
accessory to
games — his
or her wallet.

While the proposal costs $100 million, the tounsm
and advertising mat the developments would attract
would bring a surge of customers to local businesses.
The town would benefit from increased revenue and
the population from a greater variety of shops, restaurants and entertainment.
The JMU community would immediately benefit
from the chance to catch a ball game — either the Diamond Dukes or minor league — and, over time, will see
an increase in the quality of the commercial district in
Harrisonburg. The quality of the field will be a welcome
improvement — Longfield/Mauck Stadium's facilities
are aging, and dark at night. The lights at the proposed
stadium would allow for night games, making the games
more accessible to everyone.
Better facilities also means better recruiting, which
will lead to an improvement on the modest record the
team sported last year. As any JMU football fan will tell
you, a winning team catapults a school into the national
spotlight. If the football team can win a national championship with just a new scoreboard, imagine what the
baseball team could do with a new stadium.
The proposed civic center would add another dimension to Harrisonburg. Not only can it hold basketball games, but it would also provide a new venue for large-scale productions. It could hold major
concerts or even hold circuses — instead of putting
them in mall parking lots.
While the stadium could increase traffic on Port Republic Road, it's important to keep the construction in
perspective — a minor league baseball team does not
attract the crowds of the New York Yankees. A new stadium will not move Harrisonburg from "The Friendly
City" to the "Big Apple of Appalachia," but it will draw
investors and tourism money into the city.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

OFF THE WIRE

World faces new problem, humans could live forever
EZRA MANN

University Daily
Forever. Thaf 9 a really long time.
Usually the time frame most baseball
fans would suggest for a Texas Rangers World Series. Then again, if medical science pulls a Houdini, I might be
around long enough to see the championship come to the Lone Star state
Of course, I'd rather drop dead.
Often the sick fantasy from a genius afraid of demise, immortality
remains the Holy Grail for those not
wanting to kick the bucket. The latest "gifted" mind not ready to shuffle off this mortal coil, Ray Kurzweil, believes living forever will be
1 reality within 20 years. Kurzweil
believes with the help of robots
the size of blood cells, humankind
should see more years than any man
can fathom Besides being impossible science fiction, the negatives far
outweigh the positives.
Too many factors make immortal-

ity a false hope. Human beings will
die because everything from overcrowding, world hunger and disease
to sheer stupidity will cancel life's time
card. We may be able to lengthen the
time before we croak, but something
always finds a way to pull the plug.
Death also makes life more predous
and without it. life loses meaning. People need limitation, not another reason
to procrastinate.
Before you grab your torches
and pitchforks, Kurzweil sits above
most quacks with achievements like
being inducted in the Inventors Hall
of Fame and creating the first reading machine for the blind that's capable of reading any typeface. Like
many of us, he takes death with a
feeling of sorrow and wants to find
a fix. What he fails to realize during
his quest to be eternal is his disregard of the limitless ways this cannot succeed.
Lef s face it—we're all going to be
pushing up daisies eventually. World

hunger already grips major sections
of the world's population and by
making immortality as accessible as
Slurpees at 7-Eleven, food supplies
will continue to shrink.
Sure, dieting would take on a
whole new meaning, but we also
would run into overcrowding.
Finding other worlds would even
not be enough. If by chance we
manage to populate other planets, a significant increase in birth
over death would still cause us to
bump elbows even on the moons
of Saturn. Think of the lines at Disney Mars. You can forget the ease
of the five-hour wait when Mount
Olympus opens up.
If lack of food and overcrowding
seem tame, we can always rely on
stupid people. All it would take is one
weak link to find someway to cancel
it out in the end. Some people need to
die early. Besides, life would be boring without the Darwin Awards.
On a more serious note, dying

gives people a chance to make every day as if tomorrow was only a
maybe. Human nature allows us
to use our days to the fullest. If we
cannot die, we surrender reasons to
live. Seize the moment and waste
not on ignorant desires.
Finally, I don't need another reason to procrastinate. I put stuff off for
another day way too often. Give me
deadlines or give me death. I don't
think the editor at The University
Daily would find it funny if 1 told her
to give me a few years to think about
my next assignment.
1 don't plan on waiting forever
and I know anyone with half a grain
of common sense agrees. Going six
feet under puts an end to life's wonders, but we can enjoy as long as we
live. Life will lose meaning without
death. Without sense of a final moment, we soon will forget what living is really about.
Ezra Mann is a columnist for Texas
Tech University's University Daily

OFF THE WIRE

California drug education program lies to students
Just say no. Say no to drugs and, in California,
LI
say no to inaccurate messages provided1 Iby antidrug programs in public schools.
An evaluation of Narconon Drug Prevention & Education, a free anti-drug program with
ties to the Church of Scientology, revealed inaccurate and unscientific information within the
program's curriculum.
After the San Francisco Chronicle reported its
flaws, superintendent of public instruction Jack
OConnell launched a full evaluation. The results
were released on Wednesday.
Among the errors some teachers reported
that Narconon instructors were telling students
that the body can sweat out drug residues in
saunas and that as drugs exit the body, they produce colored ooze. Another cited blunder was
the idea that drug residues stay in body fat, causing people to experience repeated flashback', aid
cravings — a belief reflective of those held by the
Church of Scientology.
Has there ever been a more obvious reason to keep
religion out of the public school system than this'
Narconon programs have been in at least 39
California school districts since 2000. What took
people so long to get nd of this ndiculous program? It took five years for a panel of live medical doctors and nine school health education spe<_ HH r\l \ IJ 1 1 l\ 1**11* 1 I J » t***tj*«1 t*«Aj- AaAa*l -1
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Recently, I have been angered by legal
developments in the case of a disabled
Florida woman, Terri Schiavo. I suggest
a change in the way we, as citizens of the
United States, view human life. After suffering cardiac arrest in 1990, Terri suffered
brain damage. Since then, Terri's husband,
Michael Schiavo, has sought to remove her
feeding tube, which would result in her
death from starvation and dehydration
Her family has said Jerri's eye contact and
physical responses to loved ones indicate
she is by no means a vegetable. While
her case is both a frightening injustice to
all people with disabilities and a pitfall of
judicial activism, it is primarily a humanitarian concern. Is this how we, as U. S. citizens, view human life? Does any one person have the right to end Tern's life simply
because she cannot visibly contribute to
society? That's called utilitarianism. While
many of us would never subscribe to such
an injustice, I suggest our words and actions tell a different story. To my grief, I believe we do think this way on many issues
— abortion among them. But we must
consider the consequences of those ideas.
We must carefully examine our thinking
to ensure we never allow someone's worth
to be determined by his or her abilities or
contributions. Who knows, we may one
day find ourselves in Terri's shoes, helpless and hoping that others see our intrinsic
value. So, in your shoes, right now, where
do you find human worth?

*-■*&*_

Stephanie Naus
junior, political science major
Editorial policies

cialists to conclude that the program "does not
reflect accurate, widely accepted medical and
scientific evidence."
School officials should have screened the instructors and the content of presentations before
these falsehoods got to students.
Could this have happened because the program was free? Perhaps the fact that actual public school teachers would not be responsible for
the lessons — Narconon instructors simply made
presentations — made the program so attractive
Whatever ridiculous incentive nx>ted in someone's laziness it was that led to this program's implementation, at least if s finally coming to an end.
There are enough issues with the educational system. Students in California do not need to

be told that it is the amount of drugs consumed
that determines whether or not they act as sedatives or stimulants, or that drugs ruin creativity
and dull the senses.
Before California students are found rushing
to the nearest saunas after taking just enough
heroin to feel sleepy, OConnell had better find a
suitable program to replace the Narconon one
one that will teach students the truth about drugs
and the dangers of drug abuse, not one affiliated
with unfounded beliefs
School children deserve to know the truth, and if
we are too afraid to tell them for fear that they can't
handle it. the least we can do is give them the facts.
This staff editorial originally appeared in the University of Pittsburgh's The Pitt News

TAN FAST
Full Service Salon

flEBAY ON TANS

Mysticc Tan Booth:
81
Press button, ipray on
that golden tan of 3 shades darker In
www.mysHctan.com

Responses 10 all articles and opinions
published in The Breeze are welcome and
encouraged. Letters should be no longer
than 2S0 words, must include a phone
number (or verification and can be e-mailed
to breezeopinion.sholmail.cum or mailed
toMSC 6805 Cl, Anthony-Seeger Hall,
Harrisonburg VA 22807. The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for length or
grammatical style.
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Have plans for the SUMMER?
Want to TRAVEL?
Pack your bags and hop on board with the
Office of International Programs and
consider studying abroad in these exciting locations!

E-mail dm* and pas lo breevda@riatmaiLcom.
Dans A Pats are submitted anonymously and primed
on a space available basts Submissions are based
upon one persons opinion of a risen situation, person
or event and do not neiessanly reflet t the truth
A "thanks-foryour-creepy-confession"
dart to the guy wno told everyone within
earshot at a party that he goes through underwear drawers at parties.
From an ISAT kiJ who never wants to lake
you anywhere ever again.

A "have-a-little-class" dart to the JMU
girl working at the store who tried to sell
more than a fish tank to my boyfriend.
From an angry girlfriend who hales trashy,
disrespectful actions.

A "how-does-it-feel-to-get-played" dart
to the smooth-talking guy who thought he
could play two friends at the same time.
From the girl who knew you were scheming from the start and always will put chicks
before pricks.

A "thanks-ior-going-through-all-thateffort" pat to the person who found my key
in the parking lot, hit the panic button until
they found my car, then hid the key and left
a note on the window.
From a grateful senior who vows to make
MM lus keys are not in the same pocket as the
snowballs he made to ambush friends again.

A "don't-ever-lose-your-inner-child" pat
to the guys on Devon Lane who were sledding — it made my day seeing two people
having tun in the snow.
From a sophomore girl that wislies more people would stay young at heart.

Altamura (Italy) I Argentina I Australia I Belgium I
Berlin (Germany) I China I India I Kenya I London I
Montreal (Canada) I Prague (Central Europe) I Scotland I Russia

A "you-both-are-real-life-heroes" pat to
the good Samaritans who helped us recover
from our "creative" sledding methods.
From two guys who are OK, despite their
stupidity.

Why Do JMU Students Shop at

SOS Advertising?

DEADLINES HAVE BEEN EXTENDED!
APPLICATIONS STILL BEING ACCEPTED!

Accepts JMU purchase orders! - Best designers in town!
Will match or beat any price!
- Fastest turn around!
- Licensed to print and embroider the JMU logo!

JMU OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
MSC 5731 (al 1077 Sooth Main Street), 5684419
studvabroad@imu.edu
www.jmu.edu/international

WHERE ARE YOU SHOPPING FOR T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS,
SWEATPANTS, MAGNETS, GLASSWARE, CUPS, AND MORE?

COME HEAR

Effi Eitam

dle

the Mi^

MEMBER OF ISRAEL'S PARLIAMENT,
THE KNESSET,
AND CHAIRMAN OF ISRAEL'S
NATIONAL RELIGIOUS PARTY
s.

promote dialogue on freedoi
democracy and human rights
\5UU
XORPAN

Caravan for Democracy

i

y

TONIGHT
Phillips Center - PC Ballroom
7:30 PM
(Doors open at 7:00 PM)
James Madison University
Caravan for Democracy
is brought to campus by JMU Hillel
For more information:
Contact Jacob at forstajh@jmu.edu
To reserve your space visit
www.caravanfordemocracy.org,

or call 800-969-5585 x247

asypr

Photo or student ID required
No bags allowed

CARAVAN
for DEMOCRACY
(»iaaelandAniencdSna»iKiKcesSn»irgwU»*')

www.carovanfordemocrocy.org

Caravan tor Democracy is supported by:
J^| (.JtrjcAaivan
MEUAWATCH

HAMACSHJI

Caravan for Democracy drives constructive dialogue on college
campuses throughout the United States by bringing different speakers
from Israel to discuss the challenges Israel faces as the only
democracy in the Middle East.
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WRESTLING

LACROSSE

Dukes
pinned by
Wildcats

JMU squeaks out win

BY CAROLINE MORRIS

contributing writer
The JMU wrestling u-.i n \ - record of 4-15 heading into Saturday's match against the Davidson College Wildcats might be a
little misleading in the same way
the outcome of Saturday's match
was misleading.
Though the Dukes lost to the
Wildcats 22-20, they won five of
the 10 matches, including a pin
from junior Chris Cvitan.
"It felt pretty good, but I
wish we'd been a little closer so
we could have won the match,"
Cvitan said.
However, some may have
been surprised not to see senior
Brian Lambert doing the pinning.
Lambert has a team-best five pins.
"We really weren't counting
on [Lambert] for a pin," coach
Josh Hutchens said. "His guy was
a really tough guy. We were just
looking for a win from him."
Lambert, who made his final
home appearance along with
seniors Aaron
Swift and De- Saturday
rick Schoenly, Davidson 22
was not in the JMU
20
least
disap- —
pointed with his performance.
He was too busy enjoying his
last day in Godwin's Sinclair
Gymnasium.
"This was a pretty emotional
day," Lambert said. "This was
the last time I'd be wrestling at
Godwin and the last time I'd be
touching that mat. Win or lose, I
just wanted to walk off that mat
with no regrets."
The teams' biggest problem
came from the number of points
lost early in the match. The JMU
lightweights were dominated by
the Wildcats, who used cradling
to their advantage.
"We haven't had a lot of experience going over it," Hutchens
said. "All they did was cradle.
You only have week to prepare
for each team. We work on those
things that week, but if s hard."
Things started to turn around
for the Dukes when junior 141pounder Brian Kibler, narrowly
won his bout against Davidson's
Benjamin Graham.
"I lost a lot of takedowns I
shouldn't have in the middle of
the match," Kibler said. "When
I was pushing the pace, I was
getting takedowns. I could have
done that more and it wouldn't
have been so close. Overall,
though, I got the win and thaf s
whaf s most important to me."
If was Kibler's third consecutive win.
Sophomores Jason lh.ili.inl
and Zach Winfrey also pulled
out wins for the Dukes at the 184Ibs. and 197-Ibs weight-classes,
respectively. Winfrey's win put
him at 10-12 overall, winning
four of his last five bouts.
Although the Dukes' lightweights have had a tumultuous season. Lambert isn't the
least bit worried.
"We've got a lot of freshmen." Lambert said. "Those kids
are tough and they're working
really hard. Ifs just a couple of
mental mistakes but we'll fix
those. The coaches are great and
they'll straighten them out"
But Lambert is sad to be
leaving.
"They are going to win more
matches next year and they're
going to be tough," he said. "I
wish I could be here."

CASEY TEMPI ETON ,;..;•/"< i<
Senior Derick Schoenly gives
Javldson's Ronnie Lofrese a
taste of the mat.

BY JAMES IRWIN

sports editor
Freshman midfielder Emily
Haller's second collegiate goal broke
a 10-10 tie with 4:31 left in the game
and JMU opened its season with an
11-10 win over the University of California Golden Bears Sunday at the
JMU Lacrosse Complex.
Haller's game-winner came off a
rebound shot by sophomore attacker
Kelly Berger. Haller picked up the
loose ball and buried her shot in the
back of the net.
"Kelly took an eight-meter."
Haller said. "It went off the goalie
and I just scooped it up."
Berger added three goals of her

own to lead a balanced JMU scoring attack. The Dukes' 11 goals were
scored by seven different players.
"Coaches coming in know they
have to cover Kelly," JMU coach Kellie Young said. "But Emily comes off a
groundball inside and puts it in the back
of the net Other players come off feeds
inside. You can't stop everybody."
But early on it was JMU who
couldn't stop the Cal attack. The
Dukes found themselves down 42 at the 14:00 mark
in the first half af- Sunday
ter Cal midfielder Cal
10
Schuyler Sokolow JMU
11
beat JMU senior —
goalkeeper Amy Altig. Young
called timeout lo get her team

back on track.
"Every game we have to work out
a kink," Berger said. "There's always
a lesson to be learned. Kellie gives us
a chance to get a reality check"
JMU responded off the timeout
getting goals from freshman midfielder Lauren Bradley and Haller to draw
even at 44. The two teams ended the
first half knotted-up at 6 apiece.
"It was almost like a green light to
go out and fight instead of just going
out to play," Young said of her timeout speech. "All of a sudden they get
fired up and they put it into action."
The seesaw battle continued into
the second half with neither team
see WIN. page 5
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EVTN SHOAP/sriuor photographer
JMU freshman mldtMdef Lauren Bradley
•coop* up the bad. Bradley scored one goal.

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Dukes lose royally
Monarchs sweep
season-series
BY JAMES IRWIN

sports editor

JONATHAN TAYLOR/nwnixii!,, phoopopher
JMU sophomore forward Eddie Greene Long attempts to pott up an Old Dominion defender In
Saturday night* game. Oreene-tong finished the night with 2 points In three minutes.

The Old Dominion University Monarchs came
into the Convocation Center Saturday night and
showed why they've been the team to beat in the Colonial Athletic Association all season.
ODU opened the game on a 28-3 run. led 41-22
at halftime and defeated the Dukes 82-60 in front ol
3,572 fans on senior night.
"They have all the components that make up a
championship team," JMU coach Dean Keener said
of ODU. "Depth, talent, inside-outside combination
and confidence."
The Monarchs (15-3, 25-5) showcased a balanced scoring attack, fin- Saturday
ishing with four players in double ODU
82
figures. Forward Valdas Vasylius led JMU
60
the way with 16, guard Isaiah Hunter had 15, center Alex Loughton and guard Drew
Williamson added 10 apiece.
"I'm very pleased with our team's performance,"
ODU coach Blaine Taylor said. "The start of the game was
pretty impressive. I thought we shared the basketball and
played very unselfishly. We made good decisions."
Conversely to ODU's fast start, the Dukes (6-21, 315) shot 23 percent from the floor in the first half. In the
game's first 8:31, sophomore forward Cavell Johnson
was the only JMU player in the scoring column.
"We wanted to set the tone on defense," Huntei
said. "We were pleased with the way we came out."
Keener said, "They were able to jump on us early. I
mean, [the lead) was 22. It felt like 32 or 42."
ODU's biggest first half lead was 25, which was al
the end of its game-opening 28-3 run. Despite outscoring
the Monarchs 19-13 die rest of trie first half, the Dukes
would get no closer than their 19-point halftime deficit
"It was just Old Dominion being so efficient,"
Keener said. "They stepped up and made shots and
they run their stuff so well."
The Monarchs made 16 of 29 first half shots, shooting 55.2 percent from the floor in the opening period.
"They just make you pay if you're a step slow or gel
hung up on a screen," Keener said. "They're very good
and they've got it all."
Hunter and Vasylius particularly made the Dukes
pay, combining to shoot 11 of 18 from the floor and 5
of 10 from 3-point range.
see LOSS, page 9

JMU relegated to play-in game; ODU takes top seed
BY MATTHEW STOSS

assistant sports editor
The two teams that departed the Convocation
Center after Saturday night's men's basketball game
are going in two very different directions.
JMU, which got ruled by the Monarchs of Old
Dominion University 82-60 in Colonial Athletic Association action Saturday, is heading toward Richmond for the CAA tournament and a second consecutive year in a play-in game This time around,
the Dukes will be taking on the College of William
k Mary (3-15 CAA 7-20 overall).
Ihus far. the Dukes have split their season scries with
the Tribe with each squad winning on its home court.
"The one good thing about postseason play is
we're not leaving the season with this taste in our
mouth." JMU coach Dean Keener said "We've got a
chance lo redeem ourselves.
"We've got a team we played 10 days ago, and
nothing but good things can happen if you go play
well in your conference tournament. That's a nice
thing besides that automatic bid that hangs out
there for those 10 teams."
The Dukes finish their first regular season under

Keener at 6-21 overall and 3-15 in the CAA. Keener's
maiden voyage on the Dukes' bench has been injuryplagued, with four players missing considerable time
due to assorted ailments.
The most noticeable has been the absence of senior
guard Daniel Freeman, who has missed all but four
games with a foot injury. Sophomore forward David
Cooper and sophomore guard Ulrich Kossekpa have
suffered knee problems, while freshman Joe Posey has
yet to see the Convo floor due to a broken wrist.
Sophomore forward Eddie Greene-Long has also
been absent due to a team-enforced suspension and
sophomore forward Chris CalHin missed two games
while mulling his basketball future.
"Even with all the losses, it has gone quickly,"
Keener said. "Overall, these guys have generally
tried to do the right thing as far as learning how to
compete, play hard and execute.
"But one thing that has really hurt us is our
ability to score. That is one area we really have to
improve on in the future."
Conversely, Old Dominion, a team that has no
trouble scoring, has a No. 1 seed waiting for them in
see CAA. page 9

JOHNATHAN TAYUJRVnmnhui,, phmgrapher
JMUs David Cooper looks for a lane against ODU.
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LOSS: Early run beats JMU
LOSS, from page S

"My teammates did a good job ot
getting me open," Hunter said "I didn't
really have to come off the dribble a lot
today. I was just shooting."
The Dukes were led by Johnson,
who shared game-high honors with
16 points. Sophomore guard Ray
Barbosa had 12 — all in the second
hall and all on 3-point shots. JMU's
shooting woes improved in the second half, as the Dukes connected
on 14 of 27 from the floor.
"The only thing going through my
head was we had to bounce back,"
lohnson said. "We dug ourselves a
hole and we just thought we could
bounce back out of it"
But ODU made sure that hole
was too deep to climb out of. The
Monarchs opened the second hall
on a 16-6 run, increasing their lead
to 57-28 and sealing the deal with
16:20 left in the game.
"They played much better

and harder in the second half,"
Vasylius said. "But we had a big
lead. We were up 20."
JMU is next in action Friday,
when it opens the CAA tournament
against the College of William &
Mary at the Coliseum in Richmond.
Tip off is 5 JO p.m.

CM Dominion
JMU

<1
22

•2
•0

CM Dominion (15-3 CAA. 2U)
vaayaua M 2-2 is. lougnnn 4-7 2-210,
Hunaar ft-10 2-2 IS. Jonnton 2-5 0-04,,
Wamaon 4-5 0-110, Moma 2-4 0-0 S,
Handaraon 2-4 0-0 S. Thompaon 00 0-2 0,
rhomaa 2-3 04 5, Harrta 2-4 4-4 S, OaM 24
0-1 4 Tot.* 31-56 10-14 82 3-port goal.
10-19 - Huntar 3-7. Vaaykua 2-3. wfcnwin
2-3. Thomaj 1-1. HowHreon 1-2, Motria 1-2,
Data 0-1.
JaHJ (3-15 CAA. a-21)
Goodman 2-5 0-0 5. Bartnaa 4-9 0-0 12.
Johnaon 5-11 6-0 19. MoOraw 0-0 0O 0, Baaoi
2-9 3-S 7, Koaaakpa 0-2 OO 0. Coopat 2-7 1 -2
5. Giaane lonj 0-1 2-2 2. Oartia 1-3 OO 3.
Cham 2-3 0-1 4. Carihln 2-3 2-2 6. Totala 2053 14-21 60 3 pom goala: 6-16 - BaiCoaa
4-7. CUrtia 1-3. Ooodman 1-4. Bailor 0-1.
Koaaakpa 0-1
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WIN: Dukes CAA: Dukes, Monarchs take
open strong different paths to tournament
CAA, from page 8
WIN, from page 8

enjoying more than a one-goal cushion. After senior attacker Jessica
Brownridge's second goal of the
afternoon gave the Dukes a 10-9
lead with 7:35 left in the game, the
Golden Bears tied it up on a goal by
attacker Liz Reifsnyder
Haller's loose-ball rebound
gave JMU the lead backat 11-10. Cal
had an opportunity to tie the game
up again, but Sokolow's penalty
shot against junior goalkeeper
Livvy King hit the post. King had
subbed-in for Altig and had not
faced a shot all game.
"I wasn't worried about Liwy
having not received shots," Young
said. "But 1 was very thankful it hit the
pipe. It was almost like all the things
that went against us early on came
back in our favor in that moment."

the capital city and to go with that top
tourney seed, the Monarchs also have
clinched the regular season CAA title.
"We got the championship run finished in outright fashion." ODU coach
Blaine Taylor said. "If s ours alone and
we are the Colonial Athletic Association
champions and it's an achievement.
"But now there's a bid up for grabs
that everyone has an equal shot at so we
start over, but really, no one can take any
of this away from us. Iriere is just some
future stuff to be earned by somebody."
The rest of CAA seeding shakes out
with the University of Delaware taking on Towson University in the other
play-in game Friday night at 8 p.m.
Saturday has Drexel University challenging Hofstra University at 2 p.rrt
and No. 2 seed Virginia Commonwealth
University against the winner of
Towson /Delaware at 6 p.m.

The last game of the bill is No.
3 University of North CarolinaWilmington playing No. 6 George
Mason University at 8:30 p.m.
If the Dukes win, they will have
to face Old Dominion for the second
time in a week. That game is scheduled for a noon start.
"1 try not to let it take too much precedenoe over how I think about an opponent coming up," JMU sophomore forward Cavell Johnson said. "But ifs definitely, as we have experienced throughout the season, a comeback game. If we
get to that when we get to that we need
to have a stronger sense of urgency."
The CAA tournament kicks off
5:30 p.m. Friday night at the Coliseum
in Richmond with the Dukes taking
on William & Mary.
"There are 10 teams showing up
in Richmond," Taylor said. ".And only
one of them is going to leave happy."
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GEORGETOWN

UNIVERSITY

Paralegal Studies Program
Summer Intensive Program
May 25 - August 25,2005

Applications are now being accepted for the full-time
GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY Summer Intensive Paralegal
Studies Program, approved by the American Bar Association
since 1977. A four year college degree is required for
admission. Courses are taught by members of the
Washington, DC legal community, and will assist individuals in
pursuing legal-related careers.
Applications are due by April 12,2005.

"The program provides the necessary skills and
knowledge to make a person marketable and desirable to any
law firm or corporation. Prospective employers know the GU
name."
For a catalog and application, visit:
www.aeoraetown.edii/ssctVlap
on equal opportunity!affjrmaiwt action institution
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Do you have a desire to work in a creative and challenging setting with a group of
motivated, highly able students? Would you like to work with 40 other dynamic
college students from all over the country in an innovative, educational setting?
Then this is the job for you!
Come join the residential counselors of the
2005 Summer Enrichment Program.
Applications are available on our website at
httpJ/cuny. edschool. Virginia, edu/go/enrich/employment. html
Application Deadline - March 14, 2005
Employment Dates - June 19th through August 6th , 2005
For further information you can reach us at
(434) 924-3182
264 Ruffner Hall
curry-sep@virginia.edu

•you

If this is you, The Bluestone wants you!
Now taking applications for
Creative Director & Photography Editor
for the 2005-2006 yearbook staff.
Applications available at the yearbook office in Anthony-Seeger 217.
Due by March 3.
Contact Erin Barocca, '06 Editor-in-Chief, at baroccem@jmu.edu with questions.
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Internships abroad offer
more than experience
BY ERIN LEE

senior writer
Imagine strolling past Big Ben or the Eiffel Tower on
the way to your job as an intern. These once-in-a-lifetime
opportunities are offered by the JMU Office of International
Programs — but you'll need to move quickly, applications are
due by March 4.
"We have a wide variety of businesses and
organizations in Western and Eastern Europe, and we
hope they give a number of options to students no
matter what their majors may be," said Judy Cohen,
coordinator of the International Internship Program.
Fifty internship positions are available for the summer,
fall and spring semesters in various areas such as business,
government public relations and the arts. A complete list can
be found online at uvniijmu.edulinlrnialmullabraid/pwgrams_
mternshipsshtml. Internship locations include Italy, Germany,
France, Spain, England and the Czech Republic,
After working for the Study Abroad program for 16 years,
Cohen has insight into what makes the perfect candidate. "We
look for people who are slightly adventurous and want to
have the experience of living and working in another culture
by doing internships abroad," she said.
Senior Kim Broas will be doing an internship through
the program in London, England this summer. She will be
interning for 12 weeks with London TheatReview where
she will help produce a magazine, as well as learn to judge
various theater productions.
"I found many positions that were interesting to me and
I knew that I wanted to move to London for the summer,"
Broas said. "So I narrowed my decision down to one specific
choice and the OIP helped put me in touch with the lady
offering the internship."
Students must fund their trips including travel, dining
and housing expenses. "It's an investment students have to
make, but we think if s a good investment or we wouldn't
still be doing it," Cohen said. "They're able to spend time
with a company who wouldn't otherwise be open." Senior
Jennifer Lansing did an internship at a publishing company in
London in spring, 2004. She discovered the program through
the American Intercontinental University, which she attended
for a semester in London. She admits that living abroad was
expensive but well worth it. "It was a great experience because
1 basically got trained to do a job there, and at the end I just
knew what was expected of me," Lansing said.
Another benefit to working abroad is the option to travel
relatively inexpensively to other countries on the weekends and
breaks. "I really want to spend some time in Ireland. Scotland
and Paris," Broas said. "If s always been a dream of mine to see
the Eiffel Tower. Unfortunately, my job will be very time-consuming, but any chance I get 111 be on the go."
Anyone can apply for the program, even students at other
Virginia universities or those who will graduate before their
summer internship. "We normally expect interns to have
completed two years of college before they go off to intern,
because if s a very independent endeavor," Cohen said.
Applications can be found on the Web site and include a
written application, experience and language evaluation forms,
•nd require two recommendation letters and a resume.

. , review

ReeL ReFLections
'Wedding Date' amuses audiences
BY

MEOHAN

MARV1LLE

contributing writer
Weddings automatically
equal stress — without the
additional complications of
ex-boyfriends and emotional baggage. Clare Kilner's
"The Wedding Date" tells
the ridiculous story of how
the main character, Kat, handles the ordeal of her sister's wedding. Additionally,
viewers watch Nick as he
helps Kat overcome her
ambiguous feelings about
her ex of seven years and
her pessimistic mindset on
relationships.
Like all others before it,
this chick flick follows the
romantic comedy formula
passed down through the
ages. Boy and girl meet, they
fall for each other in about an
hour of reel time. Then, the
twist in the plot temporarily
turns the relationship sour.
Will the lovers get together in
the end? Of course they will.
The romantic comedy formula has stood the test of time
and in "The Wedding Date,"
it remains equally as strong.
While this is not Debra
Messing's ("Along Came
Polly") first time on the big
screen, it is her first leading
role, and she makes a smooth
transition from television. No
stranger to comedy. Messing
plays the smooth-talking Kat,
a slightly distressed virgin
Atlantic customer service
agent with a broken but mending heart. Messing's amusing
antics get her in and out of
trouble along the way.
An apparent favorite for

"The Wedding Date"
Starring:
Debra Messing, Dermot
Mulroney
Running time:
90mins
Rated: PG-13

hilarious wedding flicks,
Dermot Mulroney ("My Best
Friend's Wedding") commands the attention of the
audience. Mulroney brings
raw, sexy sensuality to the
screen — emphasized by one
delectable scene of his rockhard midriff. "The Wedding
Date" is adapted from
"Asking For Trouble," a novel
by Elizabeth Young. The
framework Young provided,
combined with the movie's
witty banter, keeps audiences
sufficiently amused.
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Baring Strait, a Grammy nominated band from Russia, performed at Wilson Hall Saturday. The band Includes
(above left to right) Alexander Ostrovosky, Natasha Brozllova, Alexander Arzamastsev, Lydla Salnlkova and Sergtl
Olkhovsky. Below, toad vocalist Borzllova strummed her acoustic guitar to add to the band's enticing Instrumental*.

TOUCH OF FAME
BY MAURA TRAIL

contributing writer
"I'd rather play," said Sasha Ostrovsky — who plays
dobro, lap steel, steel guitar and sings backup vocals
— when told to take the miemphone during downtime
at the Bering Strait concert. His playing spoke more
about the band than any words could — their passions
lie with their music. Bering Strait was formed from one
teacher's top students at a classical music school in
Russia — inspired by a bluegrass album and a banjo.
Bering Strait performed at Wilson Hall Saturday
at 7:30 p.m. as part of JMU's Masterpiece Season.
"[We brought Bering Strait here as) an attempt to
bring something to the community through our
encore series that the community wouldn't normally
see," said Jerry Weaver, executive assistant to the
dean of the College of Arts and Letters. Working with
the Center for Multicultural International Student
Services, they were able to make this goal a success
— they attracted an audience of students, professors
and members of the Harrisonburg community.
Together, the band brought a refreshing sound
to the stage of Wilson Hall as they combined their
talents to tell stories of life, love and heritage
through their music. "I liked how they each had
their time to take the spotlight and show off their
talents," junior Kristin Davis said.
The band started out with bluegrass in 1988,
and by 1992 had evolved into a country band. What
appealed to the group most about these styles was
the skill involved. "Country has good pickers — you
have to have talent to play," said Lydia Salnikova,
who plays keyboards and sings backup vocals.
"Pickers" refers to the skill in playing guitar and

other string instruments. Next to skill, the storytelling quality of the songs was another appeal of country music. Through its music, Bering Strait tells the
story of its journey as musk lam,
Currently, Bering Strait plays through Universal
South Recording Artists, but it has had struggles
with the industry. "The industry (itself) has its
ups and downs, and people you shouldn't get
involved with," Ostrovsky said. "But the music is
great. We play for the music."
Through beautifully harmonized vocals and
enticing instrumentals, the group created a
friendly and fun-filled environment in Wilson
Saturday, inviting the audience to enjoy the
show. The interludes of impromptu instrumentals and stories of its journey proved to be a
graceful transition into the songs. Throughout
the entire show, the members simply had fun on
stage doing what they love.
Bering Strait had something for everyone.
Ranging from old Russian drinking songs to
the more modern, its selections included songs
from new and old albums. Junior Laureen
Klapka said she enjoyed the performance
because "they had a lot of energy and they
played new and old stuff." Its piece, "I Could
Use a Hero," has been featured as the theme
song on Animal Planet's "Animal Cops" and
Bering Strait earned its first Grammy nomination, while songs such as "Safe in My Lover's
Arms" and "Hurts Just a Little" will be featured
on its upcoming album. Though a little stiff at
first, the audience became more generous with
their applause as the night progressed, and in
the end gave the group a standing ovation

Fashion takes a Spring Break — be prepared
Spring Break is less than a week
away. I know that you're ready — but
is your wardrobe?
Packing for any trip can be a hassle
Packing for warm weather, the polar
opposite of what we are used to in
Harrisonburg, is an even bigger obstacle. Check the temperature and forecast
of the place you're going before you
leave I learned this lesson the hard way
when I took spring clothes to cold and
rainy England last year.
Necessities for tropical destinations popular with college students
require the most preparation. First,
you'll need a bathing suit for those
lazy beach days. Separate bikinis or
tank tops allow you to mix and match
and to find the perfect style of top
and bottom. Target has a great selection ol affordable separates.
Guys, try out some surfer shorts
Remember, men can wear flowers,
too — a pair with bold hibiscus flowers on them is a stylish option.

Su nglasses are a must for the beach
Try an Olsen-twins-esque pair of oversize shades to protect your peepers.
Don't get your Chanels ruined by
the sand. Instead, grab a couple of
inexpensive pairs at Wal-mart or Kmart Of course, don't forget flip-flops
— easy on, easy off. Purchase a floppy
hat to protect from sun damage and
keep those wrinkles at bay.
Be sure to bring a colorful tote tor
towels, books and sunscreen. Tanks
and halters in vivid colors like turqUOaH and oral look great with a tan
and also .m- m style. Short to kneelength skirts and your favorite pair of
blue jeans are fine choices for going
out on the town. Pair your oullils
with snazzy heels or more danceable
shoes like embellished flats. Gold
thong sandals will showcase your
pedicured toes.
Guys, experiment with different
shirt torture*, like linen, for those
warm, breezy nights.
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Ladies, your makeup also should
be modified since you will probablv
be a shade or two darker. Bronzer is a
must Try Scott Barnes's Body Bling,
which was created lor J.Lo, for some
illumination. Make sure to apply makeup lightly because hot weather makes
heavy makeup uncomfortable. Coral,
gold and light pink are great warmweather colors for most skin tones.
Now that you know the necessities,
if s time to get packing with stylish luggage. Check out the FlightOttH Web
site, a Web site dedicated to travel, for
everything from leopard luggage to
pink passport covers to trip survival
kits. Remember to have fun, be safe and
— most importantly — be fashionable.
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III
YOUR
OWN
LANDLORD
Sw our sales section fof tome great
.indent rental properties. Lei your
ptrcnu bencfil while you get to make
the rules. Owner financing available.
»*-* , auleproperr,com (540) S64-2659
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BARGAIN" HOUSLS7
A cheap rent doesn't always mean your
lowest total cost for housmg. If you
thiln >ou deserve belter, compare our
houses lo the ones you've seen. We
think you will bt pleasantly surprised
www caulcprapcnycom (540) 564-2I,V>

2 BF.DROOM SMALL APARTMENT.
Utilities
Included.
AvaiUblc
8/1/05.
$500/
month.
828-0464

NAGS
5/15/05
House,
person.

III All SI MMI l< RIM \|
lo 9/15/05. Large 8-person
2 Kitchens, i Baths. S5507
4)3-2126 or ws™,/oelu.c<»ii

MMI IS I
NEW. LARGI
I
IIR
Great Condition and Location, All
^ppllallces, AC. Available 8/17. No
Pets. H50 -$525. (540) 433-1569

'• IIR IIOI Sf. (real location and
cassMcn. W/D. 8/17. $725. 433-1569

THERE'S ONLY ONE FREE WEBSITE
with the majority of housing options tor
JMU students JMUoffcantna.com. No
login required, just quick and easy links
ot the bast student properties.

enthusiastic, self managed, and

SUMMER
SUBLET
AVAILABLE
bedroom in soulhview apartment. MayAugust $331/month (540) 438-2538

289-4066
www. CANOE4U.com
MassanuttenRlver^Aol.com

LARGE I BR Convenient Location,
Available 7/1 or 8/17. Good Condition.
AC. No Pets, $390. (540) 433-1569

WAITHCM v MUM n .lay ind wennfl
iBsitV Apply Jt )caa'Lunch*2 fca»t MartiiSt

SlIMMU. Jot
MauMutten River Advcttira,

IK.

SUMiVHR JOH
llmolcdaJc Farm A
Market. Virginia Beach, is hiring ckfki
and lanti workers. For application e-mail
bruokJaie tarmuim.net 1757) 721-0558

MRA is seeking 5-7 men .and women
for full lime summer employment.
MRA provides canoeing, kayaking,

LOOKING FO* WfcB
DISM.MH
with enpencnce U design complicated
web
page
(540)
4)4-1175

raiting, river rubing. bus tours and
Rock climbing adventures.
Employees must be motivated,

Hi/abelll Street
W Water Street
3-4 bedrooms
Call 879-9947!

I BLOCK FROM JMU 55B Fairview.
adjacent
to
Harrison,
2bedroom.
560'mo.
year/lease. dcposil-Augusl.
M DSL. deck, yard (540) 433-0984
THREE BEDROOM 2 12 BATH.
University Court, $270 Each. Large
rooms Available August 433-2221
BEDROOM.
2
BATH,
N
HIGH.
Utilities
included
$325
each. Available July I
828-0464
1 BEDROOM HOUSE. Small Basement.
W I) 280 W Wolfe Available 6/IM5.
828-0464
TOWNHOUSE RENTAL 1214 Forrest
Hill 3 bedroom 2 1/2 baths walk lo
JMU
900
lease deposit
Fireplace
Hess *
Miller (540) 434-7383
4 BR HOUSE large living room,
modem kitchen & 2 bathrooms AC.
WD. D/W. and high-speed internet
m casllcproptny.com (540) 564-2659
ATTENTION religious, academic or
social organizations. Looking fof a
great house? We have several choices
for your group From 4-9 brssronsM,
large rooms, yards and porches.
basement-meeting roms. allow pets
and have individual leases and utilities.
»■»» caslltpropmycom (540) 564-2659

FOREST HILLS 2 rooms available for
05-06 school year (732) 312-2086
IHiftMOWN 73A EM Market. 2
bedroom, 450/mo. deposit year/kaaeAugust. includes utilities. DSL wired,
nice dock! 540) 4330984
MILLS SUBLEASE 5280MO available
from today lo july very quiet and clean
$280 mo include waler. internet, phone
cantacl me at wtSjptpxmaticam or
(571)262-1128
THREE BEDROOM TWO BATH,
Patio.
Washer/Dryer.
University
Plsce. Available January I. 433-2221
HOW DOES EVERYONE
ELSE
FIND the best places to live? They
know the secret' JMUofftampus.com.
the most complete, accurate and easy
listing of student properties. Fast, free
and
accurate.
JMUiiflnMnpus.com
Towahouse
for rcnl
a
Hunter's
Ridge 4
Bedrooms. Washer and
dryer. Spa Walking distance lo JMU
$300.00 a month per person. Call
(540) 810-2191 or (540) 298-2716
HAVE A GREAT SPRING SEMESTER
4 tun F looking for M/F in Hunters
Ridge Apt for Spring Sem. $250 •
I 'tilititV Contact Andrea (804) 339-1299

ROOM FOR RENT Need soNetter
in Sunchaae for Fall OS-Spring 06;
Also need a Mihletler in Southview for
Summer 05 Call Sara at (4J4) 401-3323
2 BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS. 2 BR
Townhouse with W/D, good condition,
$585,433-1569
FOR RENT Franklin St - 3 bdrro on
2 levels, h/ w floors, Aug lease, water
incl $27Sea Roosevelt Square - 4
bdrm TH. Aug lease, furnished. $275ea
Liberty St. • close to'campus. 3 bdrm.
water incl. 3 levels, Aug lease. S275ea
S Mason St. ■ 2 bdrm, water incl. Aug
lease $275 ea JM's Apartments - I. 2.
3, 4 bdrms, Jun-Aug leases, starling 'a
$l75ea Riner Rentals (540) 438-8800

Make S75 taking surveys online.
»*w (JeiPaiJToTklnk.com
LIFEOUARDS/POOL
MANAGERS'
Now hiring for summer 2005 NoVa
areas! Ccanpelitive Pay! Call now or
visit
website!
Mvw.premurrlll com
l-877-SEE-POOL
(703)
426-1406

MARCH IS WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH
WHAT CAN ONE WOMAN DO
TO CHANGE THE WORLD?
During a time of limited rights for women, Mary Baksr Eddy (bom 1621) founded
the Christian Science Church in 1879 which has branches in 79 countries today.
She was a spiritual leader and healer, a thinker, writer, publisher, speaker.
In 1908, at age 87, she founded The Christian Science Monitor, an international
daily paper, winner ot 7 Pulitzer pnzes (to date) Her book Scianca and
Haatth with Kay to the Scriptum presents spiritual ideas and practical solutions.
Found on line at www.spirituality.com.
For news of women's accontplishments today visit www.csriionrtorcom/women

Eating Disorders
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have a good driving record.

SI'UMFR JOB Onldcare for 13 A
II year old
RetioaGnsst FaJla ana.
$12 hour
45 - SO hour* pet week

a. (W, ",um am "i cm) nt riai

MRA u located across from
Massanuiten Resort

I
Urn mature
person to work in our Chriattta
home:
Mondays
and
Thursdays
beginning June 13. (540) 432-6147

BARTENDING! $250/day Potential
No experience necessary
Training
provided. 4800) 96S-6S20
Ext2l2
ATTENTIONSuramcr
Camp
Counaelon Wanted - A("A( Rmmi
and Wellness Centers in Oiarlonesville.
Virginia is seeking committed Summer
Camp Counaelon from June tMh through
August. 26th. 2005. Earn from $7 - $9.50
per hour, depending on experience If
you arc creative, exciting and cncrgi/ed,
AC AC has *n opportunity for you
Full-time with benefits' Application*
can be found on our website at
www.acac com. Please forward to ACAC
Human Resource*. 500 Albemarlc
Square. Charlotte*., tile. VA 22901
CAMPTAKAJO FOR BOYS. NAPLES.
Maine. Tripp Lake Camp for Girls, Poland.
Maine. Picturesque lakefront locations.
exceptional facilities Mid-June thru midAugust. Over 100 counselor pusm.im
in tannis, swimming, land sports, water
sports, tripping, outdoor skills, theatre
arts, fine arts, music, nature study, nanny,
secretarial Call Takajo at 800-2508252. Call Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347
Or apply on-line al H-W-H laka/n com
or wwwtrtpplakecamp mm

HOME FOR CAT WANTED. AITectionale.
friendly, neutered male Call 433-2917.

II NIORS' HAVI (.(HHHpRWHS'Have
you been a campus leader'' Want a shot at
a $2,000 acholarshsp 10 uae f*x your senior
year".' Check out hup **vjmai.avmffmald'
\iholarthtpt vint Ithrary'dlHgledlne
Applications due on 1 "01 05
$Min(iR()l l> I I MIR MSI R Schcdraang
lioaut
4 hours of your group'i lime
PI l | out free Iyer tree) fundrauing
.solution. EQUALS sl.OOOS2.OO0 in
esswlagi for your group Call TODAY for a
$600 bonus when you ichcdulc your nonaalea fundraiser with CantpuaFundnuer
Contact CampsMFiindraiaer. (888) 9233231. or visit H-H* .<ami-Mfunilrauer.com
WANT TO CUT YOUR HOUSING
COSTS while ai JMU'' Buy a house here
with your parents! Get nn>mrn*lcs to pay
moat of your rent, while you build equity
and your parents write off interest 1*.
down payments available Sound good1
Call Don Earmaa at CTX Mortgage54OV564-O202 or 18*7956-4433 loll free

Southside Auto
Truck & RV
Service

SKYWVE! One day fir* Tandem
lumps from 13.500* from our 22
jumper
aircraft
Gift
Certificates'
877-DIVESKY
(877-348-3759)

#1
NAGS
HEAD
STUDENT
SUMMER Rentals, seabretzerem.tycom
for
pictures.
252-255-6328
■^SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
Cancun. Jamaica, Acapuko. Bahamas. A
Florida' Beat Parties. Best Hotels, Best
Paces! Book Now!'! 1800-234-7007
www.endles ssummertours com
BAHAMAS
SPRING
BREAK
CRUISE 5 Days $299!
Includes
Meals. Parties with Celebotiea As
Seen On Real World, Road Rules.
Bachelor! Award Winning Company!
Spruin-BrrakTrawlcom (800) 678-6386
SPRING BREAK SPEaALsFpanasim
City ft Daytona 7 Nights, 6 Free Parlies
$159! Cancun. Jamaica. Acapulco.
Naaaau $499 Including Air! Bahamas
Cruise $299! SprtngBreakrrawl.com

TOiTT

BREAK!
Bahamas Party

Cruise $2991
Cancun $469
Jamaica $469
lo-ast »nctt On Spnno tVtaa GUstMNTOK)

'.SprlniBriahTrvvfl.com

1-800-678-6386

la/or & minor repairs, state inspections,
coach and chassis service on all
makes & models, warranty work welcome

March Special
Oil Change $12.95^ cars
EXP. 3-31-05

540-4338434

10%offw/student

' Mon-Fri 8am 5pm

4711 S. Valley Pike
(Behind Smith's furniture)
www.southsideautorv.com

TICKETS ON SALE MARCH 1, 2005 6 8am

y Sandy Richardson

Representing the Brandt Ruch

March 2
7pm
College Center

April 21, 2005
JMU Convocation Center
8pm [Doors open at 7pm]

FREE!
Passport Event
Sponsored by 0HC
QtMitioni 7

$20 with JAC (limit 2)
$25 floor seats*/general admission
•[floor seats only available for students]

buy tickets at http://jmuUPB.musictoday.com,
Plan 9 Harrisonburg, or Narren Hall Box Office
♦UPB
http://upb.jmu.edu
tssassts.
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Every week, we interview a random student
at JMU to be featured in our new JMYou pro-'
file. Although the questions stay the same, you
never know what the answers may be. Every
Thursday, JMYou runs on the Web. Check out
www.thebreeze.org to see a familiar face or to
meet a stranger.

J/MYOU!

T^

Caribbean Tan

'T

30 beds @ each location

upert

JMU Students

Year Sophomore
Hometown: Fredericksburg
Major: Business Management

Caribbean Tan
Both Locations

If you could be any utensil, what
would you be and why.'
Jf people would Rke me.
id, what would
9 from the soundtrack

Open till Midnight For 3 Days

r\ you were your

FEB28
March 1
March 2

EVAN D Y SON 'tortinbiamg photographer

i RELEASES FOR

thmy'rm

fiatf

e o

' On Sale \

$11.99 cd]

NMSWtn
rr— iimwi

UURYSMRRS
1

, OnSalM
$8.99 cd,

($12.99 cd]

oomcM

Getting You Ready For
Spring Break!

FOBCOTK

9-10p.mMon.-Fri.
10-8 p.m. Sat.
12-8 p.m. Sun.

/On Sale \

ALSO NEW ON TUESDAY:

i .'" ■> s. Solomon Burkf Ivy Shooter Jennings, Judas Priest.
Ji'iiinler UpU Nonna Jean. Pastor Troy Reqma Speklor and the Complete
Second Season of Wonder Woman, phis The Exorcist, and Bamhi on DVD1

Voted #i Tanning Salon By JMU Students
Specials www.CaribbeanTanInc.com
Specials good at both locations

TO ANY CD BEFORE YOU BUY!
434-9999

mm L ■normal

What A Record

Store Should Be!
MW*I
ZiS'tSSSSSSmi WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

The Law Offices of

Harrisonburg Crossing
Shopping Center
v i
438-9989
>V
433-9989
Accepting FLEX

Food Lion
Shopping Center

-4n*

TN*id% & Company
Duck. NC

Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC

Wanted: Maintenance Assistance
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE
DRUG OFFENSES
TRAFFIC OFFENSES
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES

Seasonal Employment in Outer Banks, NC.
Must be able to work through Sept. 15,2005
Pay Scale: $ 13.50/hr. 40/hr work week

*

Despription:
■■■■
Seasonal maintenance, providing our customers with
exceptional services. Neat apperanc* and a friendly attitude
is a must Mechanical ability is a plus but vy^fill train.
Transportation provided during work hours.

Raach ma at:

-438-100
71 Court Square, Suite B
Downtown Harrisonburg

to apply: send resume to baragno@twiddy.com
or contort.- Betsy Aragno, Human Resources Manager
252.457.1170 (phone or fax)
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And the winner Is...

Calendar

Trout Davis! The correct answer was Victoria Floral. For
another chance to win, check out the picture at right.

E" Upcoming Events

Want to win a $10 Buffalo WM Wlnfi gift cerUncate? If you think you know whora this was taken,
visit www.thebreeze.org with the correct answer
and randomly be selected for the prize.

Prosecuters go for Jackson's finances
BY LINDA DEUTSCH

Associated Press

AARON LAMBERT/ AP
Jackson waves to fans while leaving the
Santa Barbara County Courthouse, Monday,
Feb. 14 with attorney Brian Oxman.

Prosecutors in the child molestation trial of Michael Jackson
want court permission to subpoena the star's financial records
and present expert testimony about his wealth, according to
documents released Friday, Feb. 18.
In their motion, prosecutors said they plan to show
Jackson's actions toward his accuser and the boy's family
were motivated by a desire to minimize the effects of a
documentary titled "Living With Michael Jackson" and to
"preserve both his fortune and his reputation."
They contend the entertainer held the family hostage at his
Neverland ranch until they agreed to participate in a rebuttal
video, making laudatory statements about Jackson.
This was the first time prosecutors have alleged a financial

First-time Oscar host welcomes delay

600 University Blvd.
OciKcicj and dcCc

FREE SHORT CHAI or CAPPACCINO
with purchase of one at regular price
\r\\l C.s\r\A\Aiir-r\
$1 OFF Any
-\ny oanawicn
Sandwich With purchase of any soda or coffee at regular price

Mon - Fri. 7:30 a.m.- 8:00 p.m.
Saf. 7:00 a.m.- 7:00 p.m.
Sun. 10:00 a.m.- 7:00 p.m.
433 2867
With Coupon Only. One coupon per order
Not valid with any other 01
"res 05 31-05

With Coupon Only. One coupon per.

N,

13-31-05

,
j

; FREE BREAKFAST SANDWICH
i With purchase of .my soda or coffee ,\t regular price

With Coupon Only One coupon per orcfer'1
' 05

motive by the entertainer.
Prosecutors also said they needed testimony of a
financial expert, saying the jury cannot accurately judge
Jackson's assessment of the documentary "without evidence of his financial circumstances."
The defense countered Jackson "is an international recording artist and a man who has varied and complex business
relationships with numerous individuals and entities."
"The very nature of these types of business relationships
is that the parties honor a commitment to their respective
privacy," the defense said, arguing disclosure would hurt the
star's ability to do business in the entertainment industry.
The 46-year-old pop star is charged with molesting a
boy, plying him with alcohol and conspiring to hold his
family captive.

'

NEW YORK (AP) - First-time Oscar
host Chris Rock, a comedian known
for his frequent use of expletives, says
the five-second decency delay on the
ABC show's Feb. 27 telecast will be a
welcome "safety net."
"I've been on TV and been funny
not cursing," Rock says in an interview on CBS' "60 Minutes" news
magazine, to air Sunday night. "As
far as content is concerned, I will talk
about the movies. I'm not really worried about it. I'm sure ABC is more
worried about it than me."
Gil Cates, the producer of the Oscar

show, has expressed confidence in Rock,
who suggested in a recent Entertainment
Weekly magazine interview that no
straight black men watch the telecast.
"[A time delay is] a safety net. You
know, you're a trapeze artist ... you
welcome the net" Rock says.
Rock also says that when he arrives
on Oscar night he may be traveling
"small," without an entourage. The 39year-old actor-comedian says that "with
a posse, you're not letting the real world
in. And if you don't let the real world in,
you're not going to be funny."
- Associated Press

valley |
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Downtown Staunton atmosphere oozes with historic charm
BY JILL YAWORSKI

contributing writer
What's there to do: There are plenty
of options in downtown Staunton to
choose from. Walk through the architecturally rich streets to the newly renovated historic Dixie Theater and watch
a movie for just $5. Or, eat lunch at Although downtown is very compact
The Pampered Palate and have home- and accessible, wear comfortable shoes
made soups and sandwiches with fresh for walking from place to place or
fruit on the side. One also can experi- through Gypsy Hill. In addition, bring
ence Shakespeare's plays at Blackfriar some cash to try out one of the enticing
Playhouse, the first-ever re-creation of restaurants, which are very noticeable
Shakespeare's original indoor theater. from the street.
Why if s worth the gas: Since Staunton
If if s nice outside, take a downtown
trolley bus to the beautiful Gypsy Hill is only a short drive from JMU, a couple
Park, play golf, baseball or volleyball of hours should be sufficient to visit the
shops or have lunch. Nevertheless, once
and feed the ducks at the duck pond.
What to stuff in your bag: Downtown you get there, you'll probably end up
Staunton is a great place to drag all your spending the whole day.
Roadmap for dummies: Take
buddies for the day. Explore the unique
shops and restaurants Staunton has to offer Interstate-81 South to Exit 222. Get
together. For the hopeless romantic, the off the exit and make a right turn onto
historic charm of Staunton is the perfect Richmond Road. Follow Richmond
place for couples to relax and find exciting Road into downtown Staunton.
Distance from the 'Burg: The whole
new things to experience together.
drive
only takes about a half an hour.
Who should fill up your can

Jaytrippiri

CAROLYN WALSER/wnior photographer

The main drag In downtown Staunton offers tourists and residents a plethora of
entertainment options — from movies to shopping to eating out.

Taste of Thai offers unique flavor in 'Burg
BY ERIN LEE

senior writer '
Before eating Thai food in Harrisonburg, one
might expect an experience similar to a characteristic Asian restaurant. Surpisingly, Taste of Thai is
much different. The luxurious and unique decor
instantly foreshadows the great cuisine to come.
The newly remodeled restaurant has an authentic Thai feel with its elaborate paintings and ethnic
decorations. A bar serving beer and wine with a
large flat-screened TV also gives it a modern look.
Taste of Thai's unique atmosphere comes from
an authentic source — its owners.
Ponsy Phonelata moved from Thailand on
Nov. 4, 1999, to help her family get their new
restaurant up and running. Her family came to
Harrisonburg in 1983. They since have remodeled the original building, giving it a much larger
dining area and kitchen.
As for the food, the menu is divided into sections including appetizers, entrees, vegetarian and
dessert, with prices ranging from $2.50 to $15.95.
Dishes are listed in Thai with an explanation
under them — very easy to navigate for the novice
Thai diner. Adjustments can be made to levels of
spiciness to accommodate the diner's liking.
After studying the well-organized menu, 1
ordered sweet and sour fried tofu. My friend
ordered Pad Khing, which is chicken with vegetables in a garlic sauce. Our dishes arrived within
15 minutes. We were pleased with our choices and
agreed that our food was flavorful and unique.
Since opening the new and improved restaurant on Sept. 5, 2004, business has been
steady and plentiful. "People always tell other
people about it by mouth, and business gets
bigger," Phonelata said.
Senior Erin Pettit recently visited the restaurant and had her first taste of Thai food. "The

CASEY TEMPLETON/rtqffphotographer

Above, JMU pad VTnny Mszzurco (left) and Junior Tata
Qashu (right) enjoy an authentic meal at Taste of Thai.

service and the atmosphere were both great,"
Pettit said. "The server was cheerful and knowledgeable of the menu." She recommends the restaurant for a date or just to enjoy good food with
a group of friends.
Phonelata said, "Maybe some people have had
Thai food before and they can come try it here, or
if they haven't, they should try something new."
She recommends getting a couple different dishes
among your friends and sharing them.
Senior Austin Yursik has visited the restaurant numerous times. His favorite dish is the
spicy Red Curry Chicken. "[Taste of Thai] is
relatively out-of-the-way in a quiet location, and
if c a different cultural experience," Yursik said.
"Everyone seems to like it when they go."
Taste of Thai is located at 917 S. High St. It is
open Monday through Thursday from 11 a.m. to
10 p.m. and Friday and Saturday until 10:30 p.m.
and Sundays until 9 p.m.

EVTN SHOAP/senior photographer

Get a trim or a dye Job for a reasonable price at the
Harrisonburg Beauty School, located at 92 S. Main
Street. The beauty school Is open 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday
and Friday and 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Saturday. For more
Information, call 432-1800.

Put some SPRING into your step
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Photo* by AMY PATERSON/ptoto editor

(Left) The Shenandoah Valley offer* many opportunities for nature
5C man!
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1% fever sets in, don't
ble and see what
every day if yo
adventure p:
die, bike and s!
As Bnbbitt said, the area is teeming with outdoor activiti
. get a body moving.
, -*
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Climb Every Mountain

/

For hiking, "Shenandoah National Park is a good place to start and its trails
are well marked," Bobbin said "If you like waterfalls, it's a great place." He als
«*
noted that good hikes in the area are so plentiful there are "too many to list,
mountains on both sides!"
About an hour and a half northwest of the 'Burg, also in Shenandoah]
National ParkJUes Old Rag Mountain — a prime hiking and camping spot.
it to
Senior Paul Wantuck recently completed the hike and recon
le
in pretty good shape. "It was challenging; at the top you have to dimt
view was Jtvesome; you can see forever, but it was really windy."
■one shorter
Wantuck explained that there are two routes up the^^H
Bat the
and harder, the other longer and less challenging, with hot'
ail until
summit. He also mention*! that camping is allowed only ^^H
reaching 2,500 feet ittf^^^^H
hiking and camping in the Ramsey's Draft
Wilderness, neai^.
fge Washington National Forest.

ider the Stars

Accordl

•—..-—

—-—.

568-8734

• UREC Equipment Center:
568-8722

• Hone Quarry Recreation Area
828-2591

...

ting or paddling sounds better than hoofing it around in the woods,
canoe or tubing trip down the Shenandoah River at Village Store Canoeing,
located in the town of Port Republic.
"We shuttle you up river and you get back out at the store," store employee
Sarah Hess said. She added that Village Store Canoeing offers two trip options, one
that last! three hours and another spanning five to six. "We have a campground about
halfway down where people can picnic if they wish."
Hess said that ifs best to make a reservation by calling 249-30%, especially on the
traffic picks up. The store provides everything boaters need, indudinga
^d
life jackets. Two people can share a canoe for $30, with die option of
r
persoa in the middle for an additional eight bucks.
Have tubing, which is about a three-hour trip," Hess said, adding
Mn visiting some of these places, but don't have the gear to make it
Kps said UREC can provide all the equipment needed for a hiking or
cam
f including backpacks, tents, stoves, steeping bags and sleeping pads, among
other Ks. All thafs required is a $25 FLEX deposit which » returned, as long as the
AMriBBoueht back in good condition.
..
UREC also leads trips of all kinds to various places/1*** semester we have
Kfting, canoeing, kayaking, skiing, hiking, backpacking and caving, along
Iflfer specialty programs," Bobbitt said.
(Kfct there arid put these ideas to work. And remember, the longer the
teen be packed into it.
u

• UREC Adventure Program
Registration:

• George Washington and
Jefferson National Forests-.
265-5100

Gently Down the Stream
m^ *^ »»»»

• Village Store Canoeing
249-3096

• Shenandoah National Park:
999-3500

ve from the Forest Service's Dry River Ranger
re in Harrisonburg, tent camping is permitted
anywfcete in the Georj*e W.
HE and Jefferson National forests as long as it is
not marked fe prohibited bjr^ns. Campers should set up at least 100 to 150 feet
a^Vfrom roarU ogyns trails and lakes. The Forest Service also maintains several
4S^TCoped camnfl
■ in areas located near Harrisonburg.
Foil
y hike, Eric Deschamps, UREC's adventure program graduate
i check out the hike to Hidden Rocks, a climbing area near Hone

>U v. I I v. i T

Contact Info:

«*,
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Celebrity gossip: Who's suing, who's making movies
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ashley
Olsen is suing the National
Enquirer for $40 million in
damages over a story alleging that she was involved in a
drug scandal.
The lawsuit filed in Superior
Court Monday, Feb. 14 alleges
libel and false light invasion
of privacy by the tabloid. The
publication and its parent companies, American Media Inc.
and National Enquirer Inc.,
were named as defendants.
The lawsuit said while a
story in the National Enquirer's
Feb. 21 issue doesn't refer to
her using or selling drugs, it
implied that Olsen was doing
so with a misleading headline
and cover picture depicting the
actress with her eyes half-shut.
"Freedom of the press is a
valuable right, but it is not a
Martm Schrciber/A/>
license for gossipy tabloids to
tar and feather innocent celebafter a new* confer anco about MB) •
Fab. 16, 2005.
rities and destroy their reputaA Dtfferant Story
tions and businesses for the
Michael, 41, said he wants to
rags' profits," the lawsuit said. Mary-Kate, in the 2004 com"try
to move my career into a
A message left by The edy "New York Minute."
different
form — I don't know
Associated Press Wednesday,
what
that's
going to be yet."
Feb. 16 with the National
In
the
new
film, directed
BERLIN
(AP)
—
George
Michael
Enquirer in Boca Raton, Fla.,
by
Southan
Morris,
Michael
says
he's
closing
a
chapter
in
his
wasn't immediately returned.
takes
viewers
through
the
two-decade
pop
music
career
"Access Hollywood" said
highs
and
lows
of
his
career,
with
his
new
autobiographia spokesperson for American
Media, in a statement to the cal film, "George Michael: A from his rise to fame as half
of 1980s British pop duo
syndicated entertainment TV Different Story."
Wham! to his 1998 arrest for
The
reason?
show, said: "We stand by the
lewd conduct at a public rest"I
think
my
own
genre
accuracy of the published infordead,"
Michael
said room in Beverly Hills, Calif.
mation and intend to vigorously is
Wednesday, Feb. 16 as he — an episode that forced his
defend the lawsuit."
In addition to $40 million presented the movie at the homosexuality into the pubin compensatory damages, the Berlin International Film lic domain.
"Having been so private
lawsuit seeks unspecified exem- Festival. "I don't really think
and
not explained myself
that there is anyone in the
plary and punitive damages.
for
the
last 15 years or
modern
pop
business
who
I
Olsen, 18, most recently
so,
I
thought
that my fans
feel
I
want
to
spar
with."
starred alongside twin sister,

Top 10 Flick Picks
1. Constantine
(starring Keanu Reeves and Rachel Weisz)
2. Hitch
(starring Will Smith and Eva Mendcs)
3. Because of Winn-Dixie
(starring AnnaSuphia Robb and Jeff Dani?!*)
4. Son of the Mask
(starring Alan Cumming and Jamie Kennedy)
5. Million Dollar Baby
(starring Hilary Swank and Clint Eastwood)
6. Boogeyman
(starring Barry Watson aod Emily Deschanel)
7. The Wedding Date
(starring Debra Messing and Dermot Mulroney)
8. Sideways
(starring Paul Giamatti and Thomas Haden
Church)
9. Hide and Seek
(starring Robert De Niro and Dakota Fanning)
10. Are We There Yet?
(starring Ice Cube)

deserved to know what those songs were
about," Michael told reporters. "It's almost
as much for me as for them, in terms of trying to make sense of the last 22 years and
bringing it to a close in a proper way."
"I'm much less worried about being
intensely private," he added. "I'm sure a
lot of that is to do with being outed — it
changes everything."
Michael acknowledged embarrassment of a
different kind over the early days of his career.
"I was the perpetrator of many fashion crimes
in the '80s," he said.
The singer's last album, "Patience," topped
the British charts last year. "I'm still going to be
making music," he said.
Michael's film is showing outside the
main competition at the Berlin festival, which
ended Sunday.

Zeta-Jones named Hasty Pudding Theatrical's Woman of the Year
BY NANCY RABINOWITZ

Associated Press
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) - Catherine
Zeta-Jones sang a tune Thursday, Feb. 17
from the musical "Chicago" — with lyrics just for her — in earning her pudding
pot and being crowned Hasty Pudding
Theatrical's Woman of the Year.
"Give me four more Oscars or 111 make
The Haunting 2' When you're good to
Catherine, GinSerine's good to you," she

sang with a smile, referring to the 1999 film.
Zeta-Jones, who won an Oscar for
her part in the film version of "Chicago,"
also tap danced in high heels before
being presented with the brass pudding
pot — an honor that she joked ranked
with "the 10 hours I labored to give
birth to my children."
"All the brilliance that congregates
here at gorgeous Harvard ... Ifs nice
to know that there's not one ounce of
class," Zeta-Jones said.

Husband Michael Douglas arrived
before the ceremony and watched the
tomfoolery from the audience. He was
crowned the Hasty Pudding Man of
the Year in 1992.
The awards are given to performers who have made a "lasting and
impressive contribution to the world
of entertainment," by Hasty Pudding
Theatricals, the nation's oldest undergraduate drama troupe.
Earlier, Zeta-Jones appeared on the steps

of the Hasty Pudding Theater surrounded by
cast members in drag. A traditional parade
was canceled because of rain.
Zeta-Jones earned a best supporting
actress Oscar for her role in "Chicago"
and has starred in such films as "The
Terminal," "America's Sweethearts"
and "Intolerable Cruelty."
Actor Tim Robbins was crowned Hasty
Pudding Man of the Year on Feb. 17. Last
year's recipients were Sandra Bullock and
Robert Downey Jr.
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CINEMA
"Be Cool," starring John Travolta and Uma
Thurman, opens March 4. Comedy/Crime/
Gangster.
"The Jacket," starring Adrien Brody and
Keira Knightley, opens March 4. Drama, Romance, Thriller and Crime/Gangster.
"Robots," with voices of Ewan McGregor and
Halle Berry, opens March 11. Comedy, Science Fiction/Fantasy and Animation.
"Hostage," starring Bruce Willis, opens
March 11. Thriller.
"The Upside of Anger," starring Joan Allen
and Kevin Costner, opens March 11. Drama.
"Ice Princess," starring Michelle Trachtenberg and Kim Catrall, opens March 18. Comedy and Romance.
"The Ring Two," starring Naomi Watts,
opens March 18. Suspense, Horror and
Thriller.
"Miss Congeniality 2," starring Sandra
Bullock, opens March 25. Comedy.
"Guess Who?," starring Bernie Mac and
Ashton Kutcher. Comedy.
"Beauty Shop," starring Queen Latifah,
opens March 30. Comedy.
"The Weather Man," starring Nicolas Cage
and Michael Caine, opens April 1. Comedy
and Drama.
Dates are tentative. These movies will play
at Regal Harrisonburg 14. Check local listings
for times and ticket prices by calling 4347733, or by going to www.uatc.com.

PLAYHOUSE
"A King and No King" will be performed
at Blackfriars Playhouse in Staunton March
4 at 7:30 p.m. The play is similar to that of
Shakespeare's "The Winter's Tale." Because
this is the first showing of this play, there is
no set charge. Pay what you will.
"Beauty and the Beast" will be performed
March 4-5 at 7:30 p.m. at Broadway High
School. Tickets are $10 in advance, $8 at
the door and $5 for the encore showing on
March 6 only. Call 433-3626 for more information.
Second City will perform at Court Square
Theater March 4 at 7 and 10 p.m. The
granddaddy of improvisational comedy returns to CST to celebrate its 45th anniversary with new cast members and the best
comedy skits of the past 45 years.
"You Can't Take It With You" will be performed March 10 to 11 at 7 p.m. at Eastern
Mennonite High School by the senior class.
Tickets are available at the door. They are
$5 for adults and $4 for students and senior
citizens. Call 432-4500 for more information.
"Ordinary People," a sensitive and moving novel by Judith Guest, will be dramatized by Nancy Pahl Gilsenan March 17 to

Calendar
19 at 8 p.m. and March 20 at 3 p.m. Tickets
are $6 for adults, $5 for children, students
and senior citizens. Call 828-2000 for reservations.
Dan Kamin will perform at Court Square
Theater March 19 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $18
for adults, $15 for senior citizens and $12
for students. Add $2 to each ticket price at
the door. Dan Kamin, creator of the physical
comedy sequences for "Benny & Joon" and
"Chaplin," mixes eye-popping movement-illusions and mind-boggling slight of hand.

TUNES
David Pope Quartet will play at Dave's
Downtown Taverna March 2. There is no
cover charge for this event.
The Mixx will play at The Pub March 4.
There is no cover charge for this event.
Mia Jones & No Luv featuring Deuce's
Wild will play at The Pub March 5. There is
no cover charge for this event.
Stable Roots Reggae will play at The Pub
March 6. There is no cover charge for this
event.
Greaseman and Billy C. Wirtz featuring
Goldsmyth will play at The Pub March 19.
There is no cover charge for this event.
Phoebe, a solo blues and folk artist, will
play at Cups To Go, located at 1350 Peach
Grove March 26.
The Pheasants, an acoustic jam band, will
play at Cups To Go March 26.
Valley Bluegrass Heated Indoor Festival,
featuring Larry Stephenson Band, Bluegrass
Brothers, Carolina Road and Phoenix, will
be at the Rockingham County Fairgrounds'
Exhibit Hall March 26 at 1-9 p.m. Doors open
at 12 p.m. to set up chairs. Food and beverages will be available. Tickets are $20-30
at the gate and are available at Plan 9 and
www.valleybluegrass.com. Call 298-9516 for
more information.
"Songwriters' Circle Open Mic Night" will
be every Monday in March at Artful Dodger
in downtown Harrisonburg.
Flashback Tuesdays will be every Tuesday
in March at Artful Dodger. Retro music from
the '70s and '80s.
David Pope Quartet will perform every
Wednesday in March at Dave's Downtown
Taverna. There is no cover charge for this
event.
DJ Night will be every Thursday in March at
Biltmore Grill. There is no cover charge.
Jimmy-O will play every Thursday night in
March at Finnegan's Cove. There is no cover
charge for this event.
Latino Night will be every Saturday in
March at La Hacienda. A mix of Latino music
featuring styles such as salsa, merengue,
bachata, reggae, cumbia and hip-hop.
Open-DJ Night will be every Sunday in
March at Artful Dodger. Bring your own vinyl.
International Night will be every Sunday in
March at La Hacienda. Music from around the
world in such styles as hip-hop, techno, salsa
and reggae will be played.

BOOGIE

4

Harrisonburg High School will host.a
dance lesson March 5 in their Auxiliary Gym
from 8 to 10 p.m. A free lesson is available
at 7:15 p.m. Tickets for general dancing are
$10 per person, $7 for USABDA members
and seniors, $5 for students with an ID.
Dress is casual otherwise stated. Visit www.
dancingwithkaren.com for more information.
Taylor 2 Dancers will host a modern dance
workshop for advanced dancers April 4 at
5 p.m. in Godwin Hall. Call 434-9189 for
more information and eligibility, as space is
limited.

CRAFT Paul M. Kline, professor of art emeritus, will
present a retrospective look at his work at
the Cleo Driver Miller Art Gallery of Bridgewater College March 4-April 6 from 8 a.m. to
11 p.m. This event is free and open to the
public.
Rockingham County Fairgrounds will be
hosting its annual Spring Arts and Crafts
Show and Sale March 12. Call 879-9417 for
more information.
Ladies Night and Paint 'til You Faint at
You Made It! paint your own pottery will be
every Tuesday and Thursday in March from
5-8 p.m. Get 20 percent off one bisque item
$20 and up.

-ETC.Lamar Neat, associate professor of political science and history emeritus, will discuss
President Bush's second-term agenda in the
Carter Center of Bridgewater College Mar. 15
at 9:30 a.m. This event is free and open to
the public.
Old Massanutten Bed & Breakfast will be
having a St. Patrick's Day celebration March
19 at 7:30 p.m. The celebration will feature
Celtic musician and storyteller Eve Watters of
Charlottesville. The cost is $10 general admission and $9 for members of the Shenandoah Valley Folk Arts Society. Call 434-7365
for more information.
CrossRoads, a valley Brethren-Mennonite
Heritage Center, will be having a sunrise
service March 27 at 6 a.m. on the hill behind
the Burkholder-Myers house at 711 Garbers
Church Road. The celebration of Christ's
ressurection will overlook the Massanutten
Range and Blue Ridge Mountains.
Gold Crown Billiards, located at 92 Chesnut Ridge Dr., will host a 9-ball tournament
every Monday in March at 7 p.m. People in
the tournament play free from 6 to 7 p.m.
Likewise, there will be a tournament every
Thursday night at 7:30 p.m. and people in
the tournament may play free from 6:307:30 p.m. Call 434-9888 for more information.
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S

ean Restaurant

Greek, European & Middle-Eastern foods
Specializing in Vegetarian & Vegan dishes

Tuesday Night is Student's Night!

Everything is homemade from scratch!

Bring your student ID to receive

OPEN MON. - SAT. 11:30 - 5:00 PM
43 Linda Lane,

3060 S. Main St. Harrisonburg
Inside of Sue's Super Nutrition

Tel. 540-490-0141

Next to Lowes
432-0851

50 % offyour meal!

First-ever Actors7 Renaissance Season

The Tamer Tamed
John Fletcher's hilarious sequel to Taming of the Sfirew
Now Playing
Also Playing now through March 27

The Taming of the Shrew • A King and No King
l'.l.\(.KI K'lXk'S
ii u ii"i

Call 1.877.MUCH.ADO
www.shenandoahshakespeare.com

Sponsored by
CATEGORY

live music
art gallery
great fooci
CO f f CCll 0 :.

I Oil i i
■

area's lar
martini menu
students welcome
proper ID required

